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Recognizing that this has become a topic of concern to our community, and 

recognizing the potential for debate of personal opinions, I will be presenting I 

letter to you, the Mayor and City Council.  You have the documents I will cite, and 

I would encourage the interested parties here tonight to act with the dignity and 

respect we owe each other as citizens of our beautiful city. 

City Council:  Barker Park 

Mayor Chugg and Council Members, 

Several weeks ago, we met here to express concerns with the proceedings in 

our neighborhood at the North Ogden Barker Park.  Since that time, we have 

been actively reaching out to you as members of the city government.  We have 

met with most of you and have presented our concerns.  One overarching take 

away from those meetings has been the fact that as individuals, you cannot 

make binding decisions—that action requires a more formal setting.  This is why 

we are here today, to ask you as a governing Council to act on behalf of our 

community. 

As community members, we are not happy. We feel that we have not been 

properly informed and have had information withheld from us. We are the 

beneficiaries of covenants contained in a warranty deed dated February 15, 

2000, executed by Ray and Fern Barker. The relevant covenant states that 

Barker Park “will be a traditional type city park, and will be open to the public.”   

This protective covenant is not being followed, and we are not inclined to stand 

by and watch the City change Barker Park from a traditional, public park, into a 

regional theater and concert venue.  We are exhausting all our preferred options 

in an effort to avoid legal action; however, we are prepared to defend our 

position if necessary and are confident we will be vindicated. 
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We have expressed to the Council our concern that we have not been properly 

informed and included in the development process for Barker Park.  As we 

organized and began to talk with other community members, we have found we 

are not alone.  We started a petition to ask you as a Council to pause 

construction at Barker Park until concerns can be addressed.  We have been 

gathering signatures for only a short time—online and in person—and have 

already received between 250 and 300 signatures.  I present these signatures 

to you tonight and will continue to update you as we are receiving additional 

signatures daily.  Many of the online signers have included comments voicing 

their concerns and we have included them for your review. We have found two 

main concerns as we have encouraged citizens to read through Committee and 

City Council meeting minutes—first, smart, well-educated citizens question how 

they have not heard about the current amphitheater project.  Second, many of 

those who have heard about it are surprised to hear it is something different 

than what they have envisioned. 

Our city has a history of withholding information regarding projects such as the 

current amphitheater.  Going back to the early 2000’s, the first North Ogden 

Amphitheater was built without proper notification to the Subdivision residents. 

As a homeowner, I only heard about the original Barker Park Amphitheater 

through word of mouth.  I addressed the council then as I address you now.  

From City Council meeting minutes dated 27 August 2002:  “Aaron Christensen, 

a homeowner in the Deer Meadows Subdivision, stated that he is concerned 

with the changes in Barker Park.  He said he has been told that the citizens don’t 

have much say in what is being done in Barker Park by a Council Member. He 

said that he understood when he bought his land that the park would look 

similar to the one in the picture that was staked on the park area for some 

time . . .Mr. Christensen stated that what he thought he bought into at Deer 

Meadow is not what is happening now . . . Council Member Elwell state that he 
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recalls this park was to be passive and educational . . . and it is different then he 

thought it would be . . . Council Member Musgrave stated that we can’t always 

guarantee what will go up across the street from our property.” 

Additional information in the city has not been accurately available as required 

by state law.  Without getting off task tonight, we can offer you numerous 

problems with documenting, recording, and reporting at the city level. 

A greater problem we see is a history of misinformation directed by city officials 

toward community citizens.  In 2011, the city mayor made the comment that 

“there have been a lot of comments made regarding the Barker property.  He 

said he wanted to make it clear that the City paid 35% above market value.  The 

City has acted honorable and fairly throughout this and we need to make sure 

we have our facts straight.” This statement was later quoted by a more recent 

official as the reason for not signing a conservation easement that would have 

protected this city park.  The problem is that these statements are simply false. 

In researching information about the Barker Park, I came across several city 

memos sent to the Mayor and City Council by then city administrator John 

Hendrickson: 

September 2, 1999:  “In my initial visits and through other anecdotal  

conversations, it was said that they were being offered around $50,000 an acre 

for their property.  These offers seemed to have a caveat attached on the sale, 

however, and that was that the Barker’s would be paid as each lot was sold.  

There was a cash offer made to Carl Barker for his property for $38,500 which 

he has turned down as he would rather sell to the City.  An appraisal of Ray’s 

property pegged the value at $40,000…This appraisal is somewhat suspect as it 

was done after I had talked to Carl but is probably not out of line given the 

comparisons of comparable land in the appraisal the city had done.”  The final 

documents show that the Barkers were paid $37,500 per acre and it appears 
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the Barkers had to pay for improvements made to negotiated lots they retained 

for their children.  There was no 35% premium paid to the Barkers; in fact, they 

sold the land at a slight discount.  In a similar memo dated November 9, 1999, 

the same city administrator expressed the fact that not purchasing the land 

“would deprive the community of an incredible legacy of open land in the middle 

of the city.”  He recognized the importance of protecting this open space, and 

helped negotiate the protections the Barker’s desired. 

While I cannot find that it was left in the final agreement, it is interesting to note 

a point on page 2 of the September 1999 memo under the negotiations with Ray 

Barker.  The fourth stipulation was, “Full disclosure of the City’s intent on how 

the land will be used and if it is used for anything other than a park or open 

space, then the Barkers or heirs will receive 20% of any profits plus the right to 

approve any development other than a park.”  Obviously, Ray Barker wanted to 

make sure this land remained a park and open space. 

Lest the Carl and Lorna Barker’s intent be missed, a letter to John Hendrickson, 

City Manager, was drafted from the law firm of Richards & Richards on October 

22, 1999.  On the first page it states, “Please keep in mind that the overall reason 

for the Barker’s to sell this property to the city is to preserve the land as an open 

space.  To insure that future generations will be able to enjoy what North Ogden 

use to represent; a rural farming community.  This desire of the Barker’s to 

preserve this land as an open space is so great that they have made a 

commitment to forego a large amount of money they could have received by 

selling the land to a developer who would then subdivide the property into 

residential lots, but rather sell the property to North Ogden City, a entity that 

would be able to insure that this property remains in it’s existing state.” In 

meeting with the Barker families and studying these negotiations, we have 

realized the commitments city leaders made to complete this sale. Those 

commitments should be honored. 
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In a letter from the city, dated 24 August 2017, the Barkers were told, “As to 

adding something to the deed or renegotiating what was signed and agreed to 

when money and property changed hands nearly 20 years ago, I am not 

personally supportive of doing so.  Both parties signed and agreed to the written 

terms and conditions in a legal agreement.  This was done in an independent 

title company, and if either party was not satisfied, they had every opportunity to 

walk away from the deal . . . We will follow the written agreement both parties 

signed to follow at the time that money and property changed hands.” 

The new amphitheater—in scale, appearance and function—does not conform to 

the written deed covenant I quoted earlier.  Put simply, the plans for the 

amphitheater have to change.  Our strong preference is to sit down with the 

Council and cooperatively explore alternatives.  If this process is to occur, then 

given the pace of the construction already underway, it must happen soon.  We 

are willing to make ourselves available to meet with the Council and/or City staff 

on the following dates: Thursday evening February 8, or anytime Friday 

(February 9).  If the Council is unwilling to meet with us on one of those dates, 

we will feel constrained to file suit against the City to enforce the deed covenant 

through preliminary and permanent injunctive relief. 

Our strong preference is to resolve our concerns about the direction the City is 

taking Barker Park informally and collaboratively.  We have no desire to sue 

anyone.  It would be a mistake, however, to interpret our preference for 

discussion and negotiation as a lack of determination. 

Thank you for your time and attention.  Which of the days I mentioned would be 

most convenient for a meeting?


